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A COMPATIBLE STS/PAM D/RCA SATCOM TELEMETRY AND
COMMAND SYSTEM

R. Hoedemaker and C. Staloff
RCA Astro-Electronics, Princeton, N.J. 08540

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a solution to the problem of providing the electrical interface with the
NASA Shuttle and PAM D for an RCA Satcom Communications Satellite. The paper
addresses the transition to the NASA Shuttle from the present era of expendable launch
vehicles as it applies to the command and telemetry electrical interfaces. Final preparation
of the spacecraft for launch into the transfer orbit rests with the Orbiter crew rather than
the spacecraft contractor launch team. The added dimension of crew safety and the
importance of simplifying the preparation task led the requirement for Electrical Airborne
Support Equipment (EASE). The conceptual design of this microcomputer-based
equipment is described. The EASE monitors the health of the spacecraft and takes
adaptive action where appropriate. It also sends prestored command lists to the spacecraft
in response to crew-initiated keyboard command functions.

INTRODUCTION

RCA Satcom is a 24-channel transponder, domestic communications satellite, the first of
which was launched on a Delta 3914 expendable launch vehicle in December 1975. The
fourth satellite of the series, called F-4, and other future spacecraft are required to be
compatible with the NASA Space Transportation System (STS) using the MDAC PAM D.
If the shuttle is not ready, the F-4 will be launched on the interim shuttle backup and
expendable launch vehicle, the Delta 3910.

The F-4 is fundamentally an existing spacecraft design. The spacecraft command and
telemetry system with its concomitant ground processing software is a composite operating
system which is difficult and costly to change. The construction of F-4 started in July 1979
and the modifications that are being made do not include changes in the telemetry frame or
command system. Therefore, the electrical interfacing between the STS and the spacecraft
must be accomplished via electrical airborne support equipment (EASE) that has the
complexity and versatility to interface an existing telemetry and command system with the
STS system.



STS IMPACT ON SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS

For an expendable launch vehicle, the job of human intervention in the preparation of the
spacecraft for launch into the transfer orbit is completed with lift-off from the pad. For an
STS launch, the orbiter crew takes charge at lift-off and their participation in the launch
continues until the spacecraft, attached to the PAM, is deployed from the shuttle bay.

Crew safety imposes a new set of requirements during this interval. Additional safety
interlocks are required and the real-time telemetering of the status of these interlocks to the
crew is essential.

Final preparation of the spacecraft for launch on the expendable launch vehicle is done by
the contractor launch team. For the shuttle launch, this task reverts to the orbiter crew,
which is not intimately knowledgeable about the spacecraft design. Therefore, the
spacecraft preparation must be simplified and the go/no-go criteria condensed.

The spacecraft must be configured for several operating modes, launch, parking orbit,
deployment from the shuttle bay, and a return landing if the mission is aborted.
Configuration for launch will be done by the contractor spacecraft launch team via the T-0
umbilical attached to the shuttle. The launch operating mode is identical to that used for an
expendable launch vehicle except that the beacon telemetry transmitters are turned off, the
propulsion system latch valves are closed, and the spacecraft batteries are in the trickle
charge mode. When in the shuttle, power to the spacecraft is supplied by the STS via the
EASE. The spacecraft telemetry is monitored and processed by the EASE for further
dissemination. These electrical connections are made through an umbilical attached to the
spacecraft and passing through the PAM D slip rings provided for spacecraft use.

The PAM D is a solid spinning rocket motor designed to take the spacecraft from the 160
nautical mile altitude circular parking orbit to the 19,324 by 160 nautical mile altitude
elliptical transfer orbit. The PAM D spacecraft combination is spun-up to 60 RPM by an
electric motor driven spin table prior to separation from the orbiter.

The spacecraft parking orbit operating mode is configured by turning off the spacecraft
momentum wheels. These units are run at the low speed of 200 RPM to prevent brinelling
of the bearings by the launch vibrations. During this mode, the EASE cycles the heaters on
the spacecraft solid propellant apogee kick motor (AKM) to maintain its temperature at
25EC. The AKM is housed in the central structural cylinder of the spacecraft and is used to
take the spacecraft from the elliptical transfer orbit to the equatorial geostatignary orbit.

The deployment operational mode commences approximately one-half hour before ejection
from the shuttle. Implementation of this mode on the spacecraft starts by turning on the



hydrazine thruster catalyst bed heaters. The thrusters are used to provide nutation damping
for the combined PAM D/spacecraft after separation from the shuttle. Once out of the
shuttle, there is a 45-minute coast period before the PAM D solid rocket motor is fired.
The orbiter uses this time to take evasive action. The spacecraft provides the thruster
damping during this period to prevent coning build-up.

Nine minutes before deployment from the shuttle, the spacecraft beacon is turned on in
high power. The momentum wheels are commanded to the 200 RPM low speed, and the
battery chargers are placed in high charge at five minutes before deployment. The EASE
power to the spacecraft is turned off at this time, which places the spacecraft on internal
battery power. The AKM heater is also turned off. Then at one minute before deployment,
the AKM is armed simultaneously with the arming of the PAM D by rotating the safe and
arm motor. This is initiated manually by the orbiter crew via the standard switch panel
(SSP) located in the crew cabin.

Placing the spacecraft into each one of these operating modes is accomplished by a single
general-purpose computer (GPC) initiated keyboard command. The keyboard command is
transmitted to the EASE by the astronaut via the sequence control assembly (SCA) of the
PAM D airborne support equipment. Upon receipt of the discrete command from the SCA,
the EASE issues the appropriate command sequence to the spacecraft at the correct time.
Hence, the crew has one command to issue to put the spacecraft into the parking orbit
operational mode or to put the spacecraft into the deployment operational mode. The
EASE automatically does the rest of the required action. The arming of the AKM is
initiated manually in parallel with the PAM D via the PAM D signal conditioning unit
(SCU).

If there is a mission abort, the action taken can be reversed. The AKM can be placed on
safe via the SSP. The spacecraft can be placed in the parking orbit operational mode by
keyboard command, and for the actual re-entry returned to the launch operational mode by
keyboard command.

After deployment from the shuttle, the PAM provides the command to turn on the
spacecraft parking orbit nutation damper (POND). Prior to firing the PAM solid rocket
motor, the PAM provides the signal to turn off the POND. The PAM also enables the
spacecraft launch omni antenna deployment system. The launch omni antenna, which
radiates the beacon telemetry signal, is folded to fit inside the shuttle.

The antenna deployment is initiated by separation switches that activate when the
spacecraft is separated from the PAM after the PAM achieves the transfer orbit.



COMMUNICATIONS LINKS

Spacecraft and EASE telemetry is sent to the ground via the orbiter Payload Data
Interleaver (PDI). This data is then separated from the other payload data and sent to the
RCA Americom tracking station at Vernon Valley, N.J. for monitoring by the spacecraft
engineers.

Normally, there would be no need for the spacecraft engineers to uplink commands to the
orbiter for the spacecraft. The capability however is planned to be able to send any
spacecraft command to the orbiter GPC and from there have it transferred to the PAM
SCA for transmission via the EASE to the spacecraft.

The downlink data contains the standard formulated spacecraft telemetry plus an additional
telemetry frame which contains a record of the commands transmitted to the spacecraft by
the EASE, the data sent by the EASE to the GPC via the PAM SCA, the detailed results of
the telemetry limit checking, and the EASE status and temperature.

Voice communications also exist between the orbiter crew and ground personnel to
resolve possible equipment problems. The ground has access to all telemetry and has the
capability to send commands to the spacecraft via the orbiter GPC. The orbiter crew has
access to all safety related telemetry, spacecraft health status and the spacecraft operating
mode telemetry. The crew can command the spacecraft into any one of its operating modes
and also switch over to any of the redundant EASE units.

EASE MISSION

The EASE provides the interface between the spacecraft, the PAM D airborne support
equipment, and the orbiter. A system block diagram is shown in Figure 1. Table 1 contains
a list of interface signals to the PAM SCA and the EASE, and Table 2 contains a list of
umbilical connections.

The EASE equipment is divided into four parts:  the Command Master (CM), the
Telemetry Master (TM), the Power Master (PM), and the spacecraft interface box. The
fourth part is used only during pre-launch activities and will not be discussed further.

Each of the first three parts is redundant. The redundant CM can be selected by the crew
via the standard switch panel. The redundant counterpart of the other two units, the TM
and PM, may be selected via the GPC keyboard command.

The EASE receives spacecraft mode configuration discrete commands from the GPC via
the PAM SCA. From these, the EASE formulates necessary commands to send to the



TABLE 1 . EASE AND PAM D SCA AND SCU INTERFACE SIGNALS



 TABLE 2.  UMBILICAL CONNECTIONS

Source Destination

Electrical Power Spacecraft
Electrical Power Return
Unregulated S/C Bus Voltage TLM
S/C Battery 1 Voltage TLM
S/C Battery 2 Voltage TLM
S/C Battery 3 Voltage TLM
S/C Telemetry Return
Safety Status Data*
Safety Status Return
RTM Data
RTM Data Return
Data Frame SYNC
Data Frame SYNC Return
Data Word Clock
Data Word Clock Return
AKM ARM
AKM SAFE
AKM SAFE/AKM Return
TLM AKM ARM
TLM AKM SAFE
AKM TLM SAFE/ARM Return
Command Tones
Command Tone Return
POND ON
POND ON Return
POND OFF
POND OFF Return
Omni Deploy Enable
Omni Deploy Enable Return

Power Master
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C

TLM Master
S/C

TLM Master
S/C

TLM Master
SSP
SSP
S/C
S/C
S/C
SSP

CMD Master
S/C

PAM
S/C

PAM
S/C

PAM
PAM

S/C
Power Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master
TLM Master

S/C
TLM Matter

S/C
TLM Master

S/C
S/C
S/C
SSP
SSP
SSP
S/C
S/C

CMD Master
S/C

PAM
S/C

PAM
S/C
S/C

Terms: S/C (Spacecraft), PAM (Payload Assist Module), SSP (Standard Switch
Panel), CMD (Command), TLM (Telemetry).

*Refer to Table 3.



spacecraft. All command codes are checked against a hazardous set of commands and if
hazardous, they are not transmitted to the spacecraft.

After commands are sent to the spacecraft, the telemetry is checked in a delay look-up
table for the appropriate response. The EASE receives from the spacecraft the basic
commutated telemetry (RTM data),additional safety telemetry (safety data), and several
analog telemetry points which may be used directly for control of the power subsystem.
All of this telemetry data is processed, GMT inserted, and put in a standard format suitable
for transmission via the orbiter PDI link to the ground. Critical telemetry points are limit
checked and where necessary, the limits are changed as the result of commands sent to the
spacecraft. The results of limit checks, the commands sent to the spacecraft, and EASE
status are also processed for inclusion in the PDI transmission.

The EASE TM sends discrete and analog data to the GPC via the PAM SCA. The safety
related telemetry is transmitted as discretes to satisfy the requirement for real-time
monitoring by the crew. Also included in the discrete transmissions are the spacecraft
operating mode, and a composite indicator as to the outcome of the spacecraft telemetry
limit checks. The analog telemetry is converted into digital form by the PAM SCA.

SAFETY

The STS launch imposes additional safety requirements. The spacecraft has several
potentially catastrophic hazardous systems that could cause personnel injury, loss of life,
or prevent the safe return to Earth of the Orbiter Vehicle. These are the AKM, the
hydrazine propulsion system, solar array deployment system, launch omni antenna
deployment system, and the momentum wheels. In addition to catastrophic hazards, there
are critical hazards which if they occur would result in damage to equipment, or the use of
contingency or emergency procedures.

Critical hazards must be single failure tolerant and catastrophic hazards are required to be
two failure tolerant. The orbiter crew must have the capability to monitor in real time all of
the safety inhibits to the potentially catastrophic hazardous systems. It is this latter
requirement that has increased the number of spacecraft telemetry points and creates the
need for the special safety data. The problem of making this additional safety status
telemetry available to the crew is solved by collecting it on the spacecraft and formulating
it into three 8-bit digital words. Table 3 is a list of this telemetry. The squib bus is common
to the AKM and solar array deployment. The AKM SAFE and ARM Telemetry signals are
wired to the Signal Conditioning Unit (SCU) for a PAM/Spacecraft combined display on
the Standard Switch Panel in the crew compartment.



TABLE 3.  SAFETY TELEMETRY

AKM

-  Squib Bus Status*
-  AKM Fire Relay Status
-  Squib Bus Separation Switch Status
-  Safe and ARM Motor Status

Solar Array Deployment

-  Solar Array Squib Fire Relay Status

Propulsion

-  Latch Valve Status*
-  Thruster Solenoid Status (twelve thrusters)
-  Thruster Logic Power Separation Switch Interlock Status
-  POND ON/OFF Relay Status

Launch Omni Antenna

-  Omni Antenna Squib Bus Enable Relay Status
-  Separation Switch A Status
-  Separation Switch B Status

Momentum Wheel Assembly

-  Wheel Speed*

* These telemetry points are in the existing telemetry frame. In all
cases there are non-RF command safety interlocks to prevent
spurious RF commands from removing all safety inhibits in a
hazardous system.



SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS

The spacecraft subsystems consist of command, telemetry, propulsion, power, thermal,
and transponder communications. The transponder communications subsystem is not
powered in the shuttle.

A spacecraft command consists of a 32-bit digital word sometimes followed by a 16-bit
data load word. The 32-bit command word contains synchronization bits, spacecraft
address bits, execute bits, a bit to distinguish between direct commands and data load
commands, and an eight-bit plus parity operation code word. These are transmitted to the
spacecraft at 100 bits per second as tones. A mark is a 8 kHz tone. A space is a 5 kHz
tone, and an execute is an 11 kHz tone. The execute tone of the following command
executes the previous command. The command system is redundant and so is the EASE
CM.

The CM puts the commands into the correct tone format and sends them via the umbilical
to the spacecraft. Side 1 of the CM operates exclusively with side 1 of the command
subsystem and side 2 CM operates with command subsystem side 2.

The command subsystem normally receives commands via the transponder
communications antenna, the launch omni antenna, or the orbit omni antenna. The
antennas feed a command communications receiver which demodulates the FSK tone data.
The system is modified for shuttle operation to receive the command tones directly via the
umbilical bypassing the RF link. The command, ranging and telemetry system simplified
block diagram is shown in Figure 2.

The S/C telemetry system consists of a 128-sample, two-second commutated telemetry
frame, safety telemetry, and analog telemetry. The commutated telemetry is normally
transmitted as a pulse amplitude modulated signal.

The pulse amplitude frame is converted into a digital frame and transmitted down the
umbilical to the EASE TM with a frame sync and word clock. The safety telemetry is
formed into three, 8-bit digital words and transmitted serially as a separate line down the
umbilical to the TM. The AKM safe and arm telemetry indicators are carried directly in the
umbilical to the TM and PAM SCU. The battery voltages and unregulated bus voltage are
carried in the umbilical as 0 to 5 volt conditioned analog voltages.

The pulse amplitude modulated telemetry frame also frequency modulates a 14.5 kHz
subcarrier, which in turn phase modulates the beacon transmitter. The beacon transmitter
operates with a low power, 0.15 watt, output into the transponder communications antenna 



and with high power, 1.8 watts, into either the launch or orbit omni antennas. Refer to
Figure 2.

The power subsystem unregulated bus runs directly off the solar array or the spacecraft
batteries. The upper voltage is clamped by the shunt current limiters and the lower voltage
is set by the batteries. The EASE PM must provide power to the spacecraft at a voltage
less than the shunt limit and greater than the battery voltage so that the batteries can be
trickle charged. Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the power subsystem.

Thermal control of the spacecraft is achieved passively by using optical surface radiators,
and thermal multilayer blankets. Passive control is augmented with heaters on the batteries,
AKM propulsion tanks , valves, and lines. Thermal control devices turn the heaters on and
off except for the AKM. The AKM temperature is monitored by the TM and heater
commands issued by the CM to turn the AKM heater on or off as required to maintain its
temperature at 25EC.

The EASE interfaces with the spacecraft umbilical. There are two 37-pin umbilical
connectors, which are used redundantly. The umbilical connections to the EASE pass
through the PAM sliprings of which 52 are available for spacecraft use. The umbilical
signals in each umbilical are listed in Table 2.

TELEMETRY MASTER (TM)

OVERVIEW

The TM is a dual redundant EASE unit whose redundancy selection is under the control of
the CM, and which is powered by the STS power bus as distributed by the PAM D Spin
System Distribution Box. The TM is a multi-task unit whose primary function is the signal
conditioning and formatting of data for downlink transmission using the STS PDI interface
port. A secondary task is the testing of collected data with reference to programmed end
limits to determine S/C and EASE health and status. Another secondary function is the
buffering of selected data for presentation to the STS crew via the PAM D Sequence
Control Assembly and the STS General-Purpose Computer. The TM additionally
exchanges data with the CM units to enable selected adaptive commanding to correct
potential malfunction and control requirements.

TM Data Frame Formatting

The TM receives data from multiple sources which it signal conditions and reformats into
a PDI standard format. The resultant output data stream is encoded in a differential Bi0/ -L
format for ground transmission via the STS PDI port. The composite data stream consists



of a 256-word, 2-second major frame. Each frame contains a contiguous time buffered
128-word data sub-set which is the original S/C TLM data. By maintaining the format
integrity of this data sub-set, the existent processing ground station software can be used
without modification. The full frame content is shown in Table 4. The frame is initiated
with a five-word frame sync followed by the GMT Time Code. The four-word time code
represents the first complete time code transmission following the start of frame sync of
the preceding telemetry frame. The internal EASE status is telemetered in the next nineteen
words. SCA formatted discrete and analog points occupy the next group of thirteen words.
The Safety Status data as described earlier in this paper is included in the next group of
three words. Command verification of CMD OP Codes and Command Data Words is
assigned to the next group of twenty-four words. The verification words are derived from a
pushdown stack. This implies that the last command received is the first verified. The
stack is reread in each succeeding frame with the oldest commands eventually discarded as
new commands fill the stack. This results in multiple transmission of verified command
lists. The next set of three words is dedicated to “Out-of-Limit Words.” These words are
internally generated within the TM. Selected data points are continuously monitored and
tested against stored end limits. When received data falls outside of valid limits, an out-of-
limit word is generated which gives the source address. This out-of-limit word is both
telemetered and sent to the CM where appropriate commands may be generated to rectify
the out-of-limit condition. Delta limit commands are placed in the next two-word slots.
These are commands which the CM sends to the TM to inform it that test limits must be
changed to correspond with new commanded functions. Each command is identified by its
assigned eight-bit op code. The following thirty-two words are used for memory dump. On
command, the TM will sequentially unload its memory in 32-word blocks per frame until
the complete data field is dumped via the telemetry link. On completion of the dump cycle,
this data area will be unassigned and filled with a PN word. Twenty-four spare words
follow; this allows for an approximate 10% growth in transmitted data. The last 128
contiguous words are the S/C standard telemetry data starting with word 1 and ending with
word 128 (S/C frame referenced).

Data Limit Testing

A preprogrammed set of data sources is selected for limit testing. Under normal operation
when measurements fall within the prescribed boundaries, no special action is taken. In the
event that a test shows abnormal operation, the TM flags the CM via a dedicated interface
and concurrently informs the ground via special frame words of the test results. Specific
remedial action is then relegated to the CM or to the ground operations center which may
choose to disable automatic responses and manually control the S/C. In several cases test
limits will rely on the commanded state of the spacecraft subsystems. For example, thermal
measurement limits will depend upon equipment ON/OFF states. To allow for this factor,
the CM transfers to the TM via a unique interface a ) Limit CMD Word. These words are 



TABLE 4.  TM DATA FRAME TO PDI INPUT PORT

WDS     0-4
    5-8
    9-11
  12-27
  28-32
  33-40
  41-43
  44-67
  68-70
  71-72
  73-104
105-128
129-255

FRAME SYNC
GMT TIME CODE
EASE DISCRETE STATUS
EASE ANALOG STATUS
SCA DISCRETES
SCA ANALOGS
SAFETY STATUS DATA
CMD VERIFICATION/TABLE
OUT-OF-LIMIT WORDS
) LIMIT CMDS
MEMORY DUMP (ON CMD)
SPARES
RTM DATA

retransmitted to the ground as part of standard frame format. This enables full ground
station check and control of EASE operations. In the case of AKM heater temperature
control, the TM/CM delta limit word and command response is used as the normal method
of loop closure to control the requisite temperature.

 Design

An interface diagram of the TM is shown in Figure 4. At the top left of the drawing are
two sets of eight inputs each, which are sourced by the S/C telemetry system. These
signals contain the S/C standard and safety status data in conjunction with frame sync and
word sync. This enables the TM to receive, buffer, and subsequently output this data in its
PDI frame format. At the left center of the drawing is a set of six commands which control
the operational modes of the unit. The TM ON/OFF commands enable the selection of
either redundant half of the unit in an EXCLUSIVE OR selection. The RTM source
selection is used so that either S/C RTM (redundant) can source either redundant TM
section, thus enabling a full cross-strap configuration. The Data Test Override is a ground
sourced command which can disable the data limit test function. The remaining input
signals depicted at the lower left of the drawing are required for the input of delta limit
commands from either CM and for the input of GMT data and unregulated power.

The TM outputs are illustrated at the right of the figure. The PDI Data and Return line
carry the differential Bi0/ -L data directly routed to the PDI Port. The middle set of four
lines supply the out-of-limit measurements redundantly to both Command Master Sides.
One of the remaining outputs is status to the SCA (Table 1) which requires twenty-five
discrete points (system capacity is for 40 points) and eight analog points. The other output



is data to the T-0 umbilical. During the pre-launch mode, the composite telemetry frame
will be output via this port to enable a rapid checkout and evaluation of the S/C-EASE
equipments.

The TM block diagram illustrated in Figure 5 depicts the detailed organization of one
redundant side of the TM. The unit is structured as a microcomputer controlled data bus.
All input and output signals with the exception of the SCA analogs are processed by the
eight-bit-wide semi-duplex data bus. Bus control and computer I/O is serviced by a
discrete logic unit, the “Central Sequencer and Computer I/O Controller.” The discrete
logic and the microprocessor are all constructed using C-MOS logic. This technology also
includes the RAM and PROM chips. The microprocessor selected for the application is the
CDP 1802 manufactured by RCA and qualified and used extensively in space and STS
equipments. The diagram has a Phase Locked Loop Block. The loop is used to generate a
bit clock from the input word clock, enabling the proper storage of the serial RTM data
streams. All required internal voltages are derived from an internal DC/DC converter
powered from the unregulated STS power bus.

In addition to the digital and power processing circuitry, support analog circuitry is
required to multiplex and A/D convert analog inputs. Capacity is built into the unit to
process up to sixteen analog signals using C-MOS analog multiplex chips supported by a
single chip qualified 8-bit A/D converter.

All components meet both Hi-Rel and mission life and radiation requirements. The total
TM is estimated to weigh 5 pounds and occupy a volume of 5"x8"x8".

COMMAND MASTER (CM)

OVERVIEW

The CM is a dual redundant EASE unit whose redundancy selection is under the control of
the Standard Switch Panel (SSP) and which is powered by the unregulated STS Power
Busses. The CM receives command inputs from the PAM D SCA which it processes into
the appropriate format and routes to the S/C or EASE units as applicable. The CM also
receives commands via the T-0 umbilical which it distributes. Upon receipt of out-of-limit
S/C conditions as tested by the TM the CM takes appropriate remedial action. (This
adaptive facility can be overriden by command.) The CM supplies to the TM an update of
commands processed which influence the limits for TM data tests. The output commands
delivered to the S/C are synthesized as tone sequences which are identical to the S/C
command receiver output. This facilitates the S/C command interface and guarantees
maximum command noise immunity on a systems basis.



The CM has stored in its memory command tables which can be accessed by single
commands. These tables include both operation codes and time delays. A typical operation
would cause the first tabular command to be executed with the table call up. After
execution, a time delay associated with that command is processed and when the delay the
next command in the sequence is outputted. The next command is processed in accordance
with the time delay following the second command. In this manner a long sequence of
commands with appropriate time interval spacing can be executed and called using only
one table reference command. Current design includes three such tables:

C S/C to Return Mode
C S/C to Parking Orbit Mode
C S/C to Deployment Mode

Design

A system I/O drawing of the CM is shown in Figure 6. At the upper left of the drawing,
the top five input lines are associated with the application of bus power and with redundant
side selection. Additional detail of bus distribution to the equipment appears in Figure 7.
One bus line is wired to CM side 1 and the other to CM side 2. A switch on the Standard
Switch Panel is used to select which side is to be used. Once the CM redundancy selection
is performed, all other redundancy selections (PM and TM) are achieved by commands
processed via the selected CM side. Both sides are fully equivalent in their functional
capabilities and are powered with one side or the other on exclusively. The next input set
shown relates to the commands processed by the PAM D SCA. As shown in Table 1,
twenty-one commands are required; this falls within the SCA capability of outputting 48
discrete commands. Capacity is designed into the CM to accept up to 24 commands. The
T-0 umbilical input shown in Figure 6 is the path for the pre-launch S/C commands which
are properly formatted and supplied, encoded as tones. The CM does minimal processing
with this input; it “ORs” these commands with the CM generated ones so that they can be
supplied to the same S/C input port. The last four inputs which are shown at the lower left
of Figure 6 relate to the out-of-limit measurements processed in the redundant sides of the
TM.

The CM outputs are shown at the right of the figure. The upper four lines are used to
redundantly supply in a cross-strap mode those commands which alter the TM test limits.
The final outputs are redundant lines which supply the tone-encoded, formatted serial
command words.

The CM Block Diagram, Figure 8, shows the internal organization of the unit. The design
is based on the use of a data bus under microcomputer control tied to each of the sundry
I/O ports. The actual control of the I/O operation is controlled by a Central Sequencer and



Computer I/O (CSCI) Controller working in context with the microprocessor. The CSCI is
designed using SSI and MSI COS/MOS logic. The microprocessor (CDP 1802) and its
associated RAM/PROM memory are also CMOS units specially selected for high-
reliability, radiation hardness, high noise immunity, and low power consumption. In
addition to the digital processing capability, the unit has an internal DC/DC converter and
an analog tone generator. The tone generator is used to simplify the interfacing of
commands to the S/C command system.

The complete redundant CM unit is estimated to weigh 5 pounds and occupy a volume of
5"x8"x8".

CONCLUSION

The interface system herein described enables a spacecraft designed for launch via an
expendable launch vehicle to be mated to the STS with minimum spacecraft modifications.
All STS safety and mission requirements are complied with and complete operational
flexibility is maintained.

Figure 1.  STS/Spacecraft Block Diagram



Figure 2.  Command, Ranging, and Telemetry System Block Diagram

Figure 3.  Power Subsystem



Figure 4.  TM Input/Output Drawing



Figure 5.  Telemetry Master Block Diagram, Side 1



Figure 6.  Command Master Input/Output Drawing

Figure 7.  EASE Redundant Power Distribution



Figure 8.  Command Master Block Diagram, Side 1




